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About us:
•



ABInfotech is one of the finest software development Company that strives to serve the
web development, website design and SEO needs of our worldwide clients by embracing
a business model that is distinctive and immensely productive. We provide software
development in .net, web Applications, website design, search engine optimization (SEO),
Pay Per Click (PPC), Digital Asset Optimization (DAO) internet marketing, strategic
business Consulting, Ecommerce and ERP solutions.

Vision:
ABInfotech will be recognized and respected as professional, innovative, profitable
information, and knowledge based logistics/services enterprise.



Mission:
•

At ABInfotech with Technical proficiency and expertise, we cohesively integrate graphic
design with web page layout, with interactive programming, with database driven
content, to plan, build and deploy e- business and to emerge as one of the top IT service
provider.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW:
•

Internet has become incredibly omnipresent and still growing overwhelmingly strong and
widespread. Nothing less than a revolution and changing the way this world
communicates and conducts business, the sweet tentacles are only going to get bigger
and stronger.

•

To carve an impressive niche for oneself in these extremely competitive times,
companies have realized the importance of having their well embossed signature in this
virtual world. Organizations and individuals with a vast experience of this virtual world
are the most in demand entities in almost all the corners of the globe. The domains like
web applications, internet marketing, and promotion on major search engines are just
among many facets of communicating with a larger and a global audience.

•

The ever-increasing demand for the development of web applications and specific
internet marketing needs for businesses of different hues, temperaments, as well as
sphere of working inspired the establishment of Flexsin Technologies (P) Limited All our
efforts and energies are directed towards listening, understanding and executing the
exact software and web development requirements of our clients in a professionally
satisfying and cost effective manner.

•

After a careful analysis of the client's requirements, we deliver agile web Solutions and
that too in the fastest turnaround time. Website Design, Web applications & Internet
Marketing are the main areas that you should be concerned about and then believe in us
and trust us.

•

We take care of client's needs during and after the development of applications. We
consider it our responsibility to see to it that the client's requirements are met in the
manner he desires and feels comfortable with. We take utmost care that our client gets
the value he deserves and that too within the shortest possible time frame agreed upon.
Websites or graphics designing, we believe in pushing the boundaries and shifting the
goal posts. Asking for speedy marketing, talented pool of professionals, well oiled
processes, expertise in cutting edge technologies and execution of a full service portfolio
is not asking for the moon. We know that, understand that and know what we are
offering to you. Satisfied customers is not what we strive for, an elated client is what we
dream about and not to mention that repetitive knock on our doors and hearts. Hard
work, vision, dedication and desire work wonders all across the globe and we are not an
exception.
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Why ABInfotech:
The stipulating IT outsourcing industry inspired a group of few IT professionals to deliver some
innovative and quality services and the result was AB Infotech. Launched in year 2008,
ABInfotech has now evolved into one of the foremost IT service providers all across the globe.
Commencement of a business relationship with us means giving the client's product as well as
services a wider reach and a global audience. You achieve your
Integrity:
Honest deal with the client, vendor and with in our organization.
Knowledge Sharing:
Candidly share the real situations, regular update and ongoing discussion with the clients in
between conversations.
Competence:
Benchmark the technical expertise in each industry. We put in the innovative effor ts to polish
the requirements with an appropriate technical approach.
Prompt Service:
Our success is the result of our commitment to provide the best services as well as timely
delivery of the product.
Growth:
Every successfully completed project is just a milestone in the journey that is obviously without
a destination. We are continuously on a look out to learn, educate ourselves, increase our
expertise and make the synergy between us and the client all the more stronger and beneficial.
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Few of Our Clients:
Exponent Education provides DVD
learning package for IIT JEE
students.
URL: http://www.exponenteducation.com/

Deepak Advertising is well known
print media advertising company.
URL: http://www.deepakadvertising.com/

Shri Umiya Kanya Mahavidyalaya
situated at RAU.
URL: http://www.sukmrau.org/sukm/

Hotel Apna Palace
URL: http://www.hotelapnapalace.com/

Dr. Anil Bhandari
URL: http://anilbhandari.org/

ACME Floor Milling.
URL : http://acmeconsultancy.org
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